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Chapter 1 : First Black Woman Nominated to Be Marine Corps Brigadier General
Thomas-Alexandre Dumas Davy de la Pailleterie (French: [tÉ”ma alÉ›ksÉ‘ÌƒdÊ• dyma davi dÉ™ la pajÉ™tÊ•i]; also
known as Alexandre Dumas; 25 March - 26 February ) was a general in Revolutionary France and after Abram
Petrovich Gannibal in Imperial Russia, was one of the highest-ranking men of African descent ever in a European army.

However, they fought with espionage. The Jesuits were expelled from at least 83 countries and cities for
subversion, espionage, treason, and other such things. Marquis Lafayette stated that the Jesuits were behind
most of the wars in Europe, and that they would be the ones to take liberty from the United States. The head of
the Jesuits is referred to as the Superior General , because he is the most powerful man in the world. He issues
the commands to even heads of state and they move. This is the man and the organization who are determined
to bring down the United States led by Fr. Ciancimino is an occultist, as are many other top Jesuits. He was
appointed assistant professor of history at Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska, in and served as the
rector of Campion House, a Jesuit formation community at Creighton, from to In , he became the rector of the
Jesuit community at Creighton Preparatory School, but returned to teaching at Creighton University in He
was named provincial of the Wisconsin Province in The New Black Pope: These bloodlines are the omega
point of control. Their war room command center is within the Borgo Santo Spirito which is missile protected!
Viktor Emmanuelle IV wanted to nuke this region of Rome. Henry Breakspear and Pepe Orsini are in high
control! For the first time in almost years of life, the Company of Jesus, the most numerous and influential
religious order of Catholicism, will be led by a non-European, and in particular from a Latin-American. And
this just at the moment when there is a Pope, in turn, himself a Jjesuit, he is also Latino-American. The
election of Father Arturo Sosa Abascal was within the plans of the general congregation in Rome on October
2, which took place the morning shortly after The first to publicly communicate the name of the new Father
General is respected the tradition that the first to be informed of the Pope, in virtue of the special bond that
unites the order founded by Ignatius of Loyola to the successor of Peter. It is not Zionist or Khazarian Jews
â€” or Israel â€” or Jewish neo-conservatives who have been â€” or are â€” running the USA, as some folks
allege but they play a rather large role with the relationship of the Illuminati with the Jesuits. And she rules the
U. Make no mistake, the U. If you appreciate my work, please help me continue. Subscribe for daily articles:
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And now a look at the Enlighten Legendary Pirate's biggest set, the Black blog.quintoapp.com a roughly 7 minute rant.

However, they fought with espionage. The Jesuits were expelled from at least 83 countries and cities for
subversion, espionage, treason, and other such things. Marquis Lafayette stated that the Jesuits were behind
most of the wars in Europe, and that they would be the ones to take liberty from the United States. The head of
the Jesuits is referred to as the Superior General, because he is the most powerful man in the world. He issues
the commands to even heads of state and they move. This is the man and the organization who are determined
to bring down the United States led by Fr. Ciancimino is an occultist, as are many other top Jesuits. He was
appointed assistant professor of history at Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska, in and served as the
rector of Campion House, a Jesuit formation community at Creighton, from to In , he became the rector of the
Jesuit community at Creighton Preparatory School, but returned to teaching at Creighton University in He
was named provincial of the Wisconsin Province in The New Black Pope: These bloodlines are the omega
point of control. Their war room command center is within the Borgo Santo Spirito which is missile protected!
Viktor Emmanuelle IV wanted to nuke this region of Rome. Henry Breakspear and Pepe Orsini are in high
control! For the first time in almost years of life, the Company of Jesus, the most numerous and influential
religious order of Catholicism, will be led by a non-European, and in particular from a Latin-American. And
this just at the moment when there is a Pope, in turn, himself a Jjesuit, he is also Latino-American. The
election of Father Arturo Sosa Abascal was within the plans of the general congregation in Rome on October
2, which took place the morning shortly after The first to publicly communicate the name of the new Father
General is respected the tradition that the first to be informed of the Pope, in virtue of the special bond that
unites the order founded by Ignatius of Loyola to the successor of Peter. And she rules the U. Make no
mistake, the U.
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First black female to achieve the highest position in the cadet chain of command Lt. Gen. Nadja West First black female
lieutenant general and the highest-ranking woman to graduate.

His parents were both of mixed African and Scottish ancestry. This school has since closed. While at school,
Powell worked at a local baby furniture store, where he picked up Yiddish from the eastern European Jewish
shopkeepers and some of the customers. Military career Powell was a professional soldier for 35 years,
holding a variety of command and staff positions and rising to the rank of General. And I not only liked it, but
I was pretty good at it. Even after he had become a general, Powell kept on his desk a pen set he had won for a
drill team competition. Upon graduation, he received a commission as an Army second lieutenant. While on
patrol in a Viet Cong -held area, he was wounded by stepping on a punji stake. Powell returned to Vietnam as
a major in , serving in the 23rd Infantry Division , then as assistant chief of staff of operations for the Americal
Division. Gettys , from the burning wreckage. I got there after My Lai happened. So, in war, these sorts of
horrible things happen every now and again, but they are still to be deplored. Powell said he regarded Emerson
as one of the most caring officers he ever met. Powell always professed that what set Emerson apart was his
great love of his soldiers and concern for their welfare. After he left Fort Carson, Powell became senior
military assistant to Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger , whom he assisted during the invasion of
Grenada and the airstrike on Libya. He became the third general since World War II to reach four-star rank
without ever serving as a division commander, joining Dwight D. Eisenhower and Alexander Haig. Later that
year, President George H. Bush selected him as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. At age 52, he became
the youngest officer, and first Afro-Caribbean American , to serve in this position. During these events, Powell
earned his nickname, "the reluctant warrior. As a military strategist , Powell advocated an approach to military
conflicts that maximizes the potential for success and minimizes casualties. A component of this approach is
the use of overwhelming force, which he applied to Operation Desert Storm in His approach has been dubbed
the " Powell Doctrine ". Powell continued as chairman of the JCS into the Clinton presidency but as a
dedicated " realist " he considered himself a bad fit for an administration largely made up of liberal
internationalists. But even in the wake of public and Congressional pressure [31] [32] to do so, Clinton-Gore
presidential transition team staffers decided against it.
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The Black Pope is the Jesuit 'Superior General' and He is 6 Levels Above the White Pope The Vatican has been under
the control of it's largest all-male order, the Jesuits for a very long time. The Jesuits were created in to.

All three were educated at a military school and pursued careers as officers in the French military. They first
served during the War of the Polish Succession. Antoine Davy de la Pailleterie, who reached the rank of
colonel, notably saw action at the Siege of Philippsburg in That year Antoine also left the Army and joined
his brother and his wife in Saint-Domingue. He lived with them and worked at the plantation until At that
point Antoine broke off contact with his brother and his family for a period of thirty years. In , she gave birth
to their mixed-race son Thomas-Alexandre. During her time with Antoine, she also had three daughters with
him. Some accounts say two. He used a wharf in the neutral border territory and tiny island of Monte Cristo
today Monte Christi , Dominican Republic. Marie-Cessette Dumas Marie-Cessette Dumas , described as a
"great matriarch to a saga of distinguished men", [23] was an enslaved woman and concubine of African
descent owned by the Marquis Antoine Davy de la Pailleterie. He sold Marie-Cessette Dumas, their other two
children, and her daughter by another man to a baron from Nantes before leaving Saint-Domingue. In addition,
he was in a hurry to leave for the military front. They also had an older half-sister, Marie-Rose, born to
Marie-Cessette before Davy de la Pailleterie purchased her and began their relationship. His father sold
Marie-Cessette and her other three children before arranging to take Thomas-Alexandre with him to France. In
when Alexandre was fourteen years old, his father sold the boy for French livres in Port-au-Prince , officially
to a Lieutenant Jacques-Louis Roussel but unofficially to a Captain Langlois. The boy accompanied Captain
Langlois to Le Havre , France, arriving on August 30, , where his father bought him back and freed him. At
this school, he learned swordsmanship from the Chevalier de Saint-Georges , another mixed-race man from
the French Caribbean. His notary said that the boy "cost him enormously. Unlike his noble peers, who took
arms as commissioned officers, Dumas enlisted as a private. Dumas had this, but the French race laws "made
it hard for a man of mixed race to claim his rightful title or noble status. Troops killed between 12 and 50
people when a large crowd gathered to sign a petition calling for the removal of the French king. When, two
years later, someone denounced Dumas to the Committee of Public Safety , he claimed that his intervention in
the conflict had saved as many as 2, people from massacre. He was one of 10, men under the command of the
General Biron. Stationed on the Belgian frontier in the town of Maulde , on August 18, Dumas captured 12
enemy soldiers while leading a small scouting party of four to eight horsemen. This was a "free legion" i. The
young officer Dumas frequently commanded the legion, as Saint-George was often absent from duty. In the
summer of , Saint-Georges was accused of misusing government funds, and the Legion was disbanded. One
month later, he was promoted again, to general of division. In September, he was made commander-in-chief of
the Army of the Western Pyrenees. Dumas delayed his arrival in Paris until mid-July, and was lucky enough
not to be seen by the Committee before the Terror ended with the execution of Robespierre on July 27, In
December , Dumas was put in charge of a division besieging Austrian troops at the city of Mantua. By
Christmas he had intercepted a spy carrying a message to the Austrian commander with important tactical
information. On January 16, , Dumas and his division halted an Austrian attempt to break out of the besieged
city and prevented Austrian reinforcements from reaching Mantua. Under Joubert, Dumas led a small force
that defeated several enemy positions along the Adige River. It was this feat for which the French began
referring to Dumas as "the Horatius Cocles of the Tyrol " after a hero who had saved ancient Rome. Napoleon
called Dumas by this nickname, and rewarded him by making him cavalry commander of all French troops in
the Tyrol; he also sent Dumas a pair of pistols. Dumas spent much of as military governor, administering the
province of Treviso , north of Venice. He joined an enormous French armada massing there in preparation for
departure to a secret destination. The armada departed on May 10, , destination still unannounced. Aboard the
Guillaume Tell, in the middle of the Mediterranean Sea , Dumas learned that he had been appointed as
commander of all cavalry in the Army of the Orient. The armada arrived in the port of Alexandria at the end of
June, and on July 3 Dumas led the Fourth Light Grenadiers over the walls as the French conquered the city.
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After the fighting, Napoleon sent Dumas to pay ransom to some Bedouins who had kidnapped French soldiers.
Seeing "him ride his horse over the trenches, going to ransom the prisoners, all of them believed that he was
the leader of the Expedition. Conditions of heat, thirst, fatigue, and lack of supplies for the troops on the desert
march were harsh; there were a number of suicides. Dumas soon participated in the Battle of the Pyramids
following which he chased retreating Mameluke horsemen and the occupation of Cairo. At some point during
the occupation, Napoleon learned of the earlier mutinous talk, and confronted Dumas. In his memoirs,
Napoleon remembered threatening to shoot Dumas for sedition. Dumas requested leave to return to France ,
and Napoleon did not oppose it. In August , Dumas discovered a significant cache of gold and jewels beneath
a house in French-occupied Cairo, which he turned over to Napoleon. In October, he was instrumental in
putting down an anti-French revolt in Cairo by charging into the Al-Azhar Mosque on horseback. Dumas, you
have already posed as the central figure. Dumas had sold the furnishings of his quarters in Cairo, and
purchased 4, pounds of moka coffee; eleven Arabian horses two stallions and nine mares to establish breeding
stock in France; and hired the ship. The ship was forced by storms to land at Taranto , in the Kingdom of
Naples. Dumas and his companions expected to get a friendly reception, having heard that the Kingdom had
been overthrown by the Parthenopean Republic. He was at war with France. Boccheciampe had been captured
by French forces north of the Neapolitan kingdom, shortly after he had visited the prisoners in Taranto , but
Ruffo lost interest in a trade when he learned Boccheciampe had been killed by the French. Dumas was
malnourished and kept incommunicado for two years. By the time of his release, he was partially paralyzed,
almost blind in one eye, had been deaf in one ear but recovered; his physique was broken. He believed his
illnesses were caused by poisoning. During his imprisonment, he was aided by a secret local pro-French
group, which brought him medicine and a book of remedies. In November , Napoleon had returned to Paris
and seized power. One month after the French National Convention abolished slavery February 4, , Dumas
sent a message to troops under his command in the Army of the Alps: Your comrade, a soldier and
General-in-Chief Sincere lover of liberty and equality, convinced that all free men are equals, he will be proud
to march out before you, to aid you in your efforts, and the coalition of tyrants will learn that they are loathed
equally by men of all colors. Dumas bought a farm of 30 acres there. They had daughters Marie-Alexandrine
born September 10, , Louise-Alexandrine born January or February , died , and a son, Alexandre Dumas , who
became a prolific and notable author, with numerous successes in plays and especially adventure novels. Later
years and death[ edit ] After he finally gained release in , Dumas was not awarded "the pension normally
allocated to the widows of generals" by the French government [83] and he struggled to support his family
after his return to France. The boy, his sister, and his widowed mother were plunged into deeper poverty.
From the moment of its installation until some time after July the statue was covered by a shroud due to the
difficulty of the numerous governmental agencies involved to reach agreement on the modalities of its official
inauguration. The Germans destroyed it in the winter of â€”, and it has never been restored. Representing
broken slave shackles, it was unveiled on 4 April Dumas biographer Tom Reiss has suggested that the
monument is inappropriate for other reasons: There is still no monument in France commemorating the life of
General Alexandre Dumas.
Chapter 5 : The First Black Woman General in the US Army Was a Member of Delta Sigma Theta - Watch
Colin Powell was initiated as an honorary brother in Sigma Phi Epsilon. Powell is a recipient of the Silver Buffalo Award,
the highest adult award given by the Boy Scouts of America. A street in Gelnhausen, Germany was named after him:
"General-Colin-Powell-StraÃŸe".

Chapter 6 : Colin Powell - Wikipedia
The first black general in Marine Corps history was Marine aviator Frank E. Petersen Jr. He was selected as a second
lieutenant in October after completing flight training and was promoted to.
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Chapter 7 : Black Roman General - Black Archaeologist
The New Black Pope: Superior General Arturo Sosa Abascal The Black Pope (left) with the White Pope (middle) He is
the most powerful man on Earth, who rules over Maritime Laws (business).

Chapter 8 : General Hospital Character List | blog.quintoapp.com
In a history-making move, Col. Lorna Mahlock has been nominated to become the Marine Corps' first female
African-American general officer. Mahlock, 49, has served in the prestigious post of.

Chapter 9 : First black woman nominated for Marine brigadier general
Find out the character names of your favorite actors on General Hospital at blog.quintoapp.com
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